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means, and of equal co-operation in any other change that might
affect her relations with any other Member-State on a footing
precisely similar to that enjoyed by her permanent colleagues
on the Council. The long intrigue that delayed her entry was
proof positive of the new strength which that entry was recognized
to confer upon her.
In short, Stresemann's achievement was one of liberation.
The proof thereof lay in the fact that by 1927 Germany was
beginning politically and economically to recover, for recovery
is impossible to a nation so conscious of defeat and "servitude"
as to be incapable of effort. Later the settlement was to be
described as chains and slavery; then men talked of victory,, and
Germany held her head high again because it was victory.
But the limitation of Stresemann's definition of fulfilment as
applied to his policy must be clearly recognized. In a now
notorious letter to the ex Crown Prince—like the good bourgeois
he was Stresemann had his little vanities, and it gave him
genuine, if not very lofty., pleasure to be known as "Uncle
Gustav" in a Hohenzollern household—he paraphrased a remark
of Metternich after Wagram to the effect that now Austria must
confine herself to finesse and avoid decisions. Why so obvious
a remark should have raised a storm of controversy about Strese-
mann's "honesty" it is difficult to see.* The meaning of it is
perfectly plain. Germany, having distinguished between the
possible and the impossible, would now have to adopt the
policy of the gentleman with the weak hand and combine skill
and bluff not to win the game, but to save the rubber—a highly
moral proposition, except to those who regarded card playing as
immoral, and as intelligible as it is intelligent. At the risk of being
tedious one must emphasize that the Locarno policy meant,
and had failed if it did not mean, revision. It was not, was never
intended to be, and was never held to be even by the other side,
a surrender. It merely precluded—and that not absolutely—
revision by aggressive war. In deliberately pursuing a policy of
* On reading this letter, Baron Beyens called him, a man "devoid of scruples
in the manner of Bismarck." If so cool an observer as Beyens could call him
that, the rag, tag, and bobtail may be forgiven for calling him worse.

